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Project Status



Personas



“When you are designing for everyone, 
you are not designing for anyone.”



Personas



Personas
Personas (and stories…) fight 
back cognitive laziness (i.e., 
generalizing, taking the easy 
way out)...

Who are we really designing for?



Designing for the most relevant stakeholders
Easier to Empathize

Concreteness
Recognition
Evocativeness

Communication among team members and with customers

Benefits of Personas



Personas



Personas - Gender

GenderMag.org



Personas - Culture

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/278034641



Why Personas Fail

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-personas-fail/

They were created, but not used

No buy-in from leadership

Personas were created by UX 
people and imposed on others

People don’t know what personas 
are or why they’re useful



Persona Development

What is the main user that you are designing for? 
What are their most relevant characteristics? 
How are their goals and motivations?

Define User Stories:
“As a [role], I want [feature] because [reason].”



Team activity

As a group, develop 1 persona for your project:

What is the main user that you are designing for? 
What are their most relevant characteristics? 
How are their goals and motivations?

Define at least two User Stories:
“As a [role], I want [feature] because [reason].”

Use the handout!



With another group…

Take turns explaining the context of your project and your persona.

Critique the personas:
Are the personas representative of the user population?
Is there an adequate level of detail? 
Do you feel like you have a good understanding of the users?
Would it be easy/useful to refer to they while designing? 

Keep them: they will come in handy throughout the next few 
assignments!



Task Analysis



Task Analysis

Task Analysis is a lens on the information you obtain through 
other user research methods

Focus on users' goals and… 
… on how do people accomplish a specific task

Helps identify the tasks that your solution must support

Helps to find effective ways of accomplishing a task



Task Analysis Questions

Who is going to use the system?
What tasks do they now perform?
What tasks are desired?
How are the tasks learned?
Where are the tasks performed?
What is the relationship between people & data?
What other tools do people have?
How do people communicate with each other?
How often are the tasks performed? 
What are the time constraints on the tasks?
What happens when things go wrong?



Question 1

Who is going to use the system?

Identity
In-house or specific customer is more defined
Broad products need several typical consumers

Background
Skills
Work habits and preferences
Physical characteristics and abilities



Question 2 and 3

What tasks do they now perform?
What tasks are desired?

Important for both automation and new functionality
Relative importance of tasks?
Observe people, see it from their perspective

Automated Billing Example
small dentists office had billing automated
assistants were unhappy with new system
old forms contained hand-written margin notes
e.g., patient’s insurance takes longer than most



Question 2 and 3



Question 4

How are the tasks learned?

What does a person need to know to perform the task?

Do they need training?
academic
general knowledge / skills
special instruction / training



Question 5

Where are the tasks performed?

Office, laboratory, point of sale?
Effects of environment on customers?
Are people under stress?
Confidentiality required?
Do they have wet, dirty, or slippery hands?
Soft drinks?
Lighting?
Noise?



Question 6

What is the relationship between people & data?

Personal data 
Always accessed at same machine?
Do people move between machines?

Common data 
Used concurrently?
Passed sequentially between customers?
Remote access required?
Access to data restricted?
Does this relationship change over time?



Question 7

What other tools does a person have?

More than just compatibility
How customer works with collection of tools

Automating lab data collection example:
how is data collected now?
by what instruments and manual procedures?
how is the information analyzed?
are the results transcribed for records or publication?
what media/forms are used and how are they handled?



Question 8

How do people communicate with each other?

Who communicates with whom?
About what?
Follow lines of the organization? Against it?



Question 9

How often are the tasks performed? 

Frequent use likely remember more details
Infrequent use may need more help

Even for simple operations,
Make these tasks possible to accomplish

Which function is performed 
Most frequently?
By which people?
Optimizing for these will improve perception of performance



Question 10

What are the time constraints on the tasks?

What functions will people be in a hurry for?

Which ones can wait?

Is there a timing relationship between tasks?
(Like the Target marketing for pregnancy case…)



Question 11

What happens when things go wrong?

How do people deal with
task-related errors?
practical difficulties?
catastrophes?

Is there a backup strategy?
What are the consequences?



Selecting Tasks

Real tasks people have faced or requested
collect any necessary materials

Should provide reasonable coverage
compare check list of functions to tasks

Mixture of simple and complex tasks
easy tasks (common or introductory)
moderate tasks
difficult tasks (infrequent or for power use)



What can task analysis help with?

Say what person wants to do, but not how 
allows comparing different design alternatives
identify what tasks can be improved, automated, etc.

Specify stories based in concrete facts
say who person is
design can really differ depending on who
give names (allows referring back with more info later)
characteristics of person (e.g., job, expertise)
story forces us to fill in description with relevant details

Describe a complete “accomplishment”
forces us to consider how features work together



Types of Task Analysis

Hierarchical Task Analysis
focused on decomposing a high-level task into subtasks

Cognitive Task Analysis
focused on understanding tasks that require:

decision-making
problem-solving 
memory
attention 
and judgement

https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/task-analysis-a-ux-designer-s-best-friend



Hierarchical Task Analysis:



Using tasks in design (Next class!)

Write up scenarios and storyboards
formally or informally
run by people and rest of the design team
get more information where needed

Manny is in the city at a restaurant and would like to call his 
friend Sherry to see when she will be arriving. She called from a 
friend’s house while he was in the bus tunnel, so he missed her 
call. He would like to check his missed calls and find the 
number to call her back.



Activity: (Pre) Task Analysis

In your teams, consider the data from your user 
research and:
(You might still have a small amount of data: resist inventing answers!)

- Answer as accurately as possible the first page questions
- Select a main task that you wish to support
- Hierarchically analyse this task

Use the worksheet to guide your analysis
- Mark where you need more information
- Where your user research has to go from now on?



Ask me something!


